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/wsuprssa
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wsuprssa.org
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Who are we?
The Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA) is a national preprofessional organization, established in 1968. Membership in Wayne State's
PRSSA Chapter offers many opportunities and benefits. Some of these
opportunities include luncheons with the Detroit Public Relations Society of
America (PRSA) group, attending workshops and district or national conferences.
Members can also participate in national PRSSA competitions and are eligible for
scholarships. The Wayne chapter also has its own newsletter which members may
involve themselves in writing and producing. However, they may choose to write
for PRSSA's district or national newsletter.

What do we do?
The WSU PRSSA mission is to enhance knowledge of public relations
practices, provide access to professional development opportunities and
to nurture highly qualified, well prepared professionals. Specifically, WSU
PRSSA’s mission is to provide guidance, motivation and pre-professional
developmental opportunities to upcoming public relations professionals in
the Detroit area. In all, PRSSA averages 11,000 members in over over 300
Chapters at colleges and univeresities across the nation.

Where did we start?
The Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA) is a national preprofessional organization which was established in 1968. In 1983, a few students
at Wayne State decided it would be beneficial to communication majors to have
an opportunity to join this organization. Through hard work and the support of
Professor James Measell, they raised enough support to gain recognition as a
national chapter.
In 2005 the WSU chapter was named the "James S. Measell Chapter of the
Public Relations Student Society of America.'' This name is a tribute to Measell, a
former WSU professor of communication and current associate historian of the
Fenton Art Glass Company.
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Why should you join?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Learn more about career options
Create instant network of 10,000+ members
Network with like-minded peers
Meet industry professionals
Attend FREE workshops to learn new PR skills
Tour local agencies and corporations
Gain insight from keynote speakers
Join professional organizations at their events
Fly out to regional and national conferences
Get exclusive updates on events and internships
Pay for college with exclusive scholarships
Develop leadership skills on the executive board
Build your resume and portfolio
Have a lot more coffee dates...

How could you not join!?

We don’t know either...
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How does it work?
PRSSA is a national
student organizaiton
with 300 plus
Chapters,
instantly connecting
you with over 11,000
like-minded peers

What do you do now?

Follow us on
social
Follow National
PRSSA on social

Check your email!
while you gain
benefits from both
your Chapter and the
national organization.
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(we’ll be sending a
weekly update)

Iron your suit pants and get ready
to start your career!
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Get Involved
Your executive board is busy bringing a variety of benefits to the Chapter and to
it’s members (ah. um. you). These events include tours of local agencies and
corporations, workshops hosted by professional speacialists, keynotes from
areas top PR pros and networking events with professionals and other PR
students.

• Learn new skills
• Get an inside look
• Meet professionals
• Build a network
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Pay for school
As a member of PRSSA, you have access to thousands of dollars worth of
exclusive scholarships. Each year, apply (and win) scholarships from our
Chapter of PRSSA, the National PRSSA organization and professional
organization’s scholarships like PRSA and IABC.

wsuprssa.org/scholarships
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Get Hired
PRSSA is a nationally recognized student
organizaion, and our Chapter is very well
known in the Detroit community. Many
local agencies and corporations reach
out to our Chapter first to find viable
canidates for internships, temporary
employment or starting positions.
Plus, attending our events puts you
a handshake away from some of the
indsutries top PR pros. With PRSSA, you
can create a professional network
before you even graduate!
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Become a Leader
With PRSSA, you have an opportunity
to become a leader by serving on the
executive board. As an executive board
member you can plan and execute
events, share Chapter messages across
various channels, build relationships
with members and professionals, and
develop strategies that foster the
Chapter’s growth. In this position, you
get to build your career while making a
difference and giving back to the next
generation of PR professionals.
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National PRSSA
Travel across the U.S. to attend National
Conferences and events
Gain recognition and money with
scholarships and competitions
Publish your article in national
newsletter, Progression, or submit a
press release for Chapter news.
Find jobs and internships across
the world with the job center.

Joining PRSA
PRSA (Public Relations Society of America) is like the grown-up version of us
with 22,000 members across the globe representing professionals in nearly
all areas of public relations. PRSA is the largest community for public relations
and communications professionals, and our Detroit Chapter is the sixth largest
Chapter within the organizaiton, connecting over 400 members to professional
opportunities and eachother. The PR world is always changing and with PRSSA and
PRSA, you will be equipped to evolve with the industry.

And guess what!?
When you drop the “S” after graduation, you get a discount just for being a
PRSSA member! Cool, right?

• Access to PRSA Member Directory
• Access to free articles, award winning case
studies and networking tools
• Discounted access to webinar training courses
• Stay connected with PRSA’s “news and
intelligence” section
• Support the next generation of PRSSA
members

PRSSA is made up of more than 11,000 students and advisers organized
into 300 plus Chapters in the United States, Argentina, Colombia and Peru.
We are headquartered in New York City, and led by a National Committee
of PRSSA and PRSA members. We have a rich history of support from our
parent organization, the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA), which
offers professional development, networking opportunities and news.
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PRSSA helps you enhance your education, broaden your network and launch
your career in public relations.
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What you can do in a

year with PRSSA...

Dates vary from year to year

Fall membership drive
opens!
September

PRSSA & PRSA
Relationship Month

PRSSA National Conference is generally
held between October and Novemeber

October

Novemeber

Happy Holidays!
December

H o l id ays
Winter membership drive
opens!
January

Incoming PRSSA President travels to
Scotssdale, Ariz. for Leadership Rally

May
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Annual PR Student and
Alumni Recognition
Luncheon

Bateman Competition
campaigns begin

National Committee for voting on
bylaws and electing new Natinoal board

February

March

April

New executive board
strategizes for next year

Get ready for another year of
PRofessional developpment
August

New executive board
strategizes for next year
June

July
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Industry Jargon
Advertorial - Advertorial is a
paid-for feature that has the ‘look
and feel’ of an editorial. Some
publications may write the copy,
others may let you write it yourself.
The article will have the words
‘promotion’ or ‘advertorial’ at the
top of the page.
Angle – A specific emphasis we
chose for a story that we present
to the media – ie: presenting
headphones as a great travel
gadget because they are portable.
B2B (business to business) –
Clients that focus on resources
by businesses for businesses – PR
efforts deal a lot with trade and
business publications as well as
analyst firms.
B2C (business to consumer) –
Clients speak directly to average
consumers with their products
and services – PR efforts deal
with print, online and broadcast
consumer media.
Boilerplate – A short company
description most often used at the
end of a press release.
B-roll –Previously recorded video
footage, often shown in the
background, which can be used to
bolster a news story about your
client.
Byline - The byline identifies the
name of the journalist or author
of a piece of editorial and is
placed just under the headline.
If someone’s writing about your
company it’s good to know who
it is. (Especially if the coverage is
16

unfavourable!)

measurable form.

Campaign - Quite simply, a
campaign is the planning, carryingout and the analysis of a PR plan of
action.

Cost-Effectiveness - How costeffective was your PR campaign?
i.e. what was the overall cost
compared to the results. Or what
was the ratio in changes of costs to
the change in effects.

Circulation – The total number
of copies of a print publication
that is available for readers,
whether through subscriptions or
newsstands. This is a number we
share with clients as one of the
factors to the relevancy of a piece
of coverage they have received.
Clippings/Coverage/Hits – An
article, story, blog or segment that
mentions your client. Also refers to
the physical copy of that mention
that can be given to clients.
Column Inches - Column inches are
often used to measure PR success.
It’s a simple multiplication of the
length of a piece of editorial x the
number of columns.
Competitor Analysis - Competitor
analysis is the measure of the
success of your company’s PR
strategy in relation to your
competitors’ - using a number of
different measures.
Core Message - More fundamental
than a key message, core messages
are positioning words and
phrases. For example ‘...a quality
product, well designed and widely
available...’ is a core message.
Press releases will also contain
the core message. An informal
measurement tool that tracks
messages – written, spoken or
broadcast and coverts them into a

Coverage - The coverage of a
campaign is the total number of
people within your target audience
that may see your message.
Sometimes referred to as reach.
Coverage is often expressed as
a percentage and the actual
number together. For example ‘this
campaign will reach 10.71% of my
target audience which equates to
258,000 people’.
Demographics - Information such
as the gender, age, income and
characteristics of a population
or target audience is known as
demographics. Often defined as
socio-economic groups such as
ABC1 or C2DE.
Earned Media – Third-party
endorsement for your client,
whether from the sharing of media
coverage or tweets, reviews and
posts from consumers of your
client’s product.
Ed Cals – Short for editorial
calendars, ed cals are a schedule of
topics media will cover at a certain
publication for the entire year.
These can give PR pros a starting
point for reaching out to an editor
about a story.
Editorial - Editorial is an expression
of opinion using text and images

in a publication to make an article,
feature, story or short piece.

Index - An index is a measure of
suitability and is especially useful
when trying to match the profile
Exclusive – Offering first-look
of a medium to the profile of your
information or samples to a single, target audience. The base is always
usually major, media outlet. This
100 and the measure (the index)
means that the information or
can be any number above 100,
product won’t be shared with any
or any number below 100, down
other outlets until the original
to zero. For example, a figure of
outlet has posted their story.
220 means that the profile of a
Can be a good way to kick off a
monthly woman’s magazine, is
campaign.
2.20 times, or 120%, more likely
to match the profile of your target
Executive Summary - An executive audience than a magazine with an
summary is a concise document,
index of 100. An index of 80 means
normally on one side of A4
that it is 0.80 times, or 20%, less
highlighting key research findings.
likely to match. An index of 120+ is
Feature - A feature is an article that deemed to be significant.
goes into a story in greater detail
as opposed to spot reporting.
Keywords - Keywords are the
specific words or phrases, often
Frequency - Frequency is the
lifted from a press release, which
average number of times your
feature in the editorial. Also
target audience is exposed to
the words or phrases a media
your message. People consume
monitoring agency like Paperclip
more than one type of media
will use when searching for press
so frequency calculations take
clippings.
this into account. For example,
someone may read the Financial
Launch – The official
Times and Marie Claire and also
announcement, usually jump
watch television. ‘This many
started with a press release, about
people saw my message this many a new product or service.
times. For example, 20% of my
target audience potentially saw my Lead time – The amount of time
message 4.75 times on average.
needed by reporters to gather
10% saw it 2.01 times.’ etc.
information for their story; varies
by type of outlet, with magazines
Goal - What you hope to achieve
having the longest lead times and
from your PR campaign; the
online the shortest.
desired affect; the measurable
outcome.
Media - Media refers to
Impressions/Impacts - Impressions newspapers, magazines, radio and
are the number of times a
TV, websites, discussion groups,
marketing message is seen x the
forums, Wikis, blogs, government
number of people who see it.
reports and brochures.
10 people seeing a message 10
times = 100 impressions. 1 person
Media Kit/Press Kit – A set of
seeing a message 100 times also
documents given to media, usually
equals 100 impressions. (See also
containing press releases, fact
Circulation, OTS and Readership.)
sheets, photos, videos and other

relevant material to them about
your client or their product/
service.
Objectives/Outcomes - A
measurable change in opinion,
attitude, awareness or knowledge
following a public relations
campaign.
Owned Media – Content created
by you and your client, such as
company blogs, company website
and corporate social media
profiles.
Paid Media – Not just your
traditional advertising, this can
encompass Facebook, YouTube,
LinkedIn and Twitter ads that can
work as part of an integrated PR
and social media strategy.
PR – Public Relations - Efforts
to establish and maintain a
company’s image with the public
is known as PR. And the degree of
success can be fundamental to an
organization’s fortune.
Pitch – A highly targeted note that
is crafted and sent to an editor to
gauge their interest in your client.
Can also incorporate photos and
videos, and ends with a call to
action.
Press Release - A statement issued
to the media to either describe a
product or service, or to state a
position on an issue. Hopefully, the
media will produce it as their own
editorial either wholly or in part. A
press release is often accompanied
by graphics or photos.
Press tour – Usually done in
anticipation of the launch of a new
product or service, press tours are
1-2 day events where you invite
select media to interact with your
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client and their upcoming offerings
face-to-face. This can be a great
way to enrich relationships with
editors you may not often see, and
allow reporters an early, hands-on
look at unreleased projects.
Proactive PR/Reactive PR Editorial that appears as a direct
result of PR input is proactive PR.
As opposed to reactive PR where
the editorial has appeared as a
result of the publication’s initiative.
Public - A group of people which
contain the target audience for
the PR campaign are known as the
public.
Qualitative Analysis - Qualitative
analysis is collecting and analysing
data regarding what people do,
say, and think about your product,
service or company. For example,
what’s their opinion of your
product? What’s their attitude
towards your company?
Quantitative Analysis Quantitative analysis refers to
actual measurements. How
many times was your company
mentioned in an editorial? How
many column inches did you get?
How many people in your target
market read the article?
Reach - The reach of a campaign
is the total number of people
within your target audience that
may see your message. Sometimes
referred to as coverage. Most often
expressed as a percentage and
the actual number together. For
example, ‘this campaign will reach
10.71% of my target audience
which equals 258,000 people’.
Readership - The number of times
a publication is shared with other
people is known as readership.
One person might buy the
18

Economist or Grazia but a number
of people will read it. (See also
Circulation, Impressions/Impacts
and OTS.)
Reputation - The public’s or target
audience’s perception of a product
or service in terms of credibility,
trustworthiness or image.
ROI (Return on Investment) –
Return on investment is a measure
of budget spent to achieve an
objective, versus the income
generated through the activity. In
other words how much has did
it cost us to get this amount of
coverage or sales?
Round-up – A story that highlights
several products/services that
apply to a certain topic, which can
range from Valentine’s Day gifts to
best products from a trade show.
Though these are smaller than
feature stories, they are a great
compliment to any media relations
campaign and can often point out
the strengths of your clients versus
their competitors.
Syndication/syndicate – A news
service that takes a single story and
places it on several websites or in
several outlets nation/worldwide –
Associated Press is an example of
a syndicate. When a piece of client
coverage is syndicated, it means
that the same story ran in multiple
media outlets.
Target Audience - The group of
people you are trying to reach
with your message are known as
the target audience. They can be
defined by socio-economic groups
or other specified criteria. Also
referred to as ‘target market’.
Target Publications - Newspapers
and magazines whose readership

profile best matches a company’s
target audience are known as
target publications.

Resources

Tone of Media - Tone of media is
an analysis tool that accurately
reflects the mood of the press, by
any number of core messages and
subjects, plus other criteria such as
the publication and journalist.
Traction – A term to denote
interest in your client from a media
outlet – this could be a request
for more information or actual
coverage.
Trade publication – A publication
targeted to a specific industry for
people that work in that industry
(usually not for consumption by
the general public). Examples
include: Variety (entertainment
industry) and ComputerWorld
(information technology industry).
Trend Analysis - Trend analysis
is the when the coverage of a
product or topic is examined over
a period of time (often the length
of a PR campaign) to see how what
changes there are in opinion or
attitude towards it.
UVM (unique visitors per month)
– The number of real, individual
visitors to a website, determined
by individual IP addresses of the
visitors. A way to measure the
popularity of a website (the higher
the number the better), rather
than relying on number of site
visits, which can encompass one
person visiting a site several times.
Can help show clients how many
people potentially saw their article.
Defintions found on following sites:
http://www.paperclippartnership.co.uk/publicrelations-definitions.html
http://www.blastmedia.com/2013/03/24/pr-terms/
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To those that advise us...
Shelly Najor is director of the undergraduate public
relations program at Wayne State University in
Detroit. As a faculty member in the Department
of Communication at Wayne State since 1990, she
has taught public relations, public speaking and
professional writing courses at the undergraduate and
graduate levels. She also serves as faculty advisor to
public relations majors and to the WSU chapter of the
Public Relations Student Society of America (PRSSA)
who won the bid to co-host the 2008 National PRSSA
Conference in Detroit.
Najor was named by the Dean of Students Office as
faculty advisor of the year for her work with PRSSA.
She won the College Service to Students award in
2012 and the College Teaching award in 2014. She was
nominated for the University Teaching Award 2012. In
2014, PRSA Detroit honored her with the Hefty Service
Award.

Shelly Najor, PhD
Faculty Advisor

She has many years of competitive public speaking
experiences both as a competitor in college and as a
coach for the WSU Forensics Team.
While teaching at WSU, she remains active in the field
as a freelance public relations counselor for nonprofit organizations, small businesses, government
and educational institutions. She specializes in
speechwriting, speech delivery, communication and
crisis training and media relations. She also founded
and coached an award-winning junior high forensics
team for eight years.
Najor has a PhD and master’s degree in
communication and public relations from Wayne
State University. She also has her secondary education
certification.
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After working for 30 years at General Motors, in a
variety of communications leadership roles, Mary
began her own communications consultancy –
Magnetica Communications LLC, in December,
2015. Her affinity with PRSA is deep: she joined
as a student in 1984, has been the professional
advisor to our Chapter since 1993, was the 2003
Detroit Chapter president and co-chaired the 2008
PRSSA International Conference in Detroit. She has a
bachelor’s in speech communications and a master’s
in organizational communications, both from Wayne
State University. In 2011 she was inducted into the
PR News Hall of Fame, which recognizes professionals
who have made a lasting mark on the profession.

Mary Henige, APR
Professional Advisor
Dr. James S. Measell received his MA and PhD degrees from
the University of Illinios at Urbana-Champaign in 1968 and
1970, respectively. He joined the faculty at Wayne State
University in the fall of 1970, just as the newly-constructed
Manoogian Hall building was opened. He taught a wide
variety of undergraduate and graduate-level classes
during the 1970’s. Dr. Measell created and taught the first
public relations courses offered by the Department of
Communication and he developed the undergraduate and
graduate curricula in this area. He supported the effort
to form the WSU PRSSA Chapter and many of his former
students became active PRSA members. Dr. Measell retired
from Wayne State in 1997 to relocate to southeastern
Ohio and work at the Fenton Art Glass Company in nearby
Williamstown, West Virgnia. He remains active in the PRSSA
Chapter, visiting campus at least once per year and attending
the annual luncheon.

James S Measell, PhD
Chapter Founder

Thank you!
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Good luck on
building your
future PR
career!
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